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Ida Ruben’s Hair Apparent Enters Race
TAKOMA
Ruben has
PARK, MD—
said that she
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in this election.
George W.
Ida Ruben’s Hair announces its run
In a move that for the Maryland State Senate at a
Bush win the
surprised every- recent press conference.
presidency by
body, even
supporting inRuben, her Hair announced
dependent candidate Ralph
that it would run as an IndeNader. “I willingly conceded
defeat to Jamie Raskin after
pendent for state senate.

the primary. Unfortunately,
my Hair was unwilling to
take this lying down,” Ruben
said.
“I’ve always stood up for the
people of Maryland,” her
Hair said at a recent press
conference. “And I’ll stand
up for them now as an Independent.”
Ruben’s Hair canvassed
neighborhoods and collected
enough signatures to be
added to the ballot last week.
Hair’s positions differ little
from Ruben’s: It supports

the Purple Line, funding allday pre-K and kindergarten,
and affordable housing programs. But Ruben and her
Hair parted ways after having
a falling out several weeks ago.
Statewide, high-ranking Democrats are caught in a bind
trying to decide whether to
support the primary winner or
the long-time incumbent’s
Hair. “We want to support the
winner, but Ida’s Hair has been
a major force in Annapolis for
many years. Administrations
have come and gone, but Ida’s
See Ruben’s Hair on page 6

Illegal Alien Debate Leaves Local Vulcan Confused
TAKOMA PARK, MD—The
debate over immigration reform and enforcement has become a major election issue
nationally, but even more so
in Takoma Park. Traditionally the city has welcomed diversity regardless of a person’s documentation. This
was one of the many aspects
of Takoma Park that Tavlok,
a recent immigrant, found so
attractive.

“The human tendency for suspicion and mistrust was
markedly absent here,” said
Tavlok. He was seated at Savory, drinking tea and picking
at a scone. He wore a long
silver shimmering habit
cinched at the waste by an
ornate belt whose buckle was
carved with multiple runes.
Save for his close cropped hair
and pointed ears, he looked
very much the typical Takoma
Park denizen.

Local
Candidates

“I left Vulcan three years ago,
after an intensive internet
search of the most suitable
area. I put my ship in fixed
orbit around the earth and
teleported myself to Takoma
Park,” Tavlok said. “Indeed,
Takoma Park’s reputation as
an oasis for aliens is not only
national, but intergalactic.”

Talk Pork
With the Editors
— page 3 —

Asked whether he was documented to work in the United
States, Tavlok arched an eye-
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up to me to find a suitable
beam down point and here I
am.”

Tavlok, an immigrant from planet Vulcan, is nonplussed by the nation’s illegal alien debate.
brow, “As I said I just teleported here. I requested coordinates for teleportation to your
planet over all hailing frequencies, but there was no response.
I logically presumed that it was

“I find this constant need for
documentation peculiar. It is
clear that I pose no threat to
this planet and have come
only to be a productive member of society. Frankly, and I
know this may sound boastful
to humans, I feel my capabilities could be better utilized if
this documentation requirement was not such an issue.”
Tavlok is currently employed
as an auto mechanic at The
Takoma Old Town auto garage across from Savory.
His hands and smock still
showed grease stains.
“I can teach humans, among
other things, how to cure cancer, put an end to global
warming and build starships
that can explore the universe.
However, I am constantly
See Immigrant Vulcan on page 6

Foley To Promote Touch-Screen Voting
ANNAPOLIS, MD—In the
latest blow to the state’s drive
toward electronic voting, a
group of frustrated citizens is
registering its opposition to
what it calls an overly sexualized system. The group
claims the touch screen system is too sensual, distracting
voters from the weighty matters at hand. “There’s too
much touching and stroking,
and inserting of cards. It’s
scandalous. We miss the oldfashioned yanking of levers,”

said Chad Brower, head of
People Against a Gross Electronic System, or PAGES.
The state’s case has not been
helped by its recent hiring of
former congressman Mark
Foley to promote the system.
“We were looking for someone
who was good with modern
technology, and who knows
elections—plus he needed a
job,” said a state election supervisor. Foley assured the
See Foley Pimps on page 6

Mark Foley has an instant message for
Maryland voters.
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Letters to the Editor
Dear Editor:
Takoma Park has gone too far this time.
For a city that is supposed to be inclusive
and welcoming to all, why are you legalizing the systematic eviction of an entire
class of citizens? How can the people of
your fair city stand by as thousands of innocents face a life of exile due to the recent
actions of the City Council? I am referring
to Resolution 2006-60 opposing the confinement of egg-laying hens in so-called
battery cages. While backers of this resolution claim they want to promote a healthier lifestyle for poultry, I argue “cage-free”
is just a euphemism for “homeless.”
I represent Caged Hens Enraged by Eviction Policies, an ad hoc group of concerned
Takoma Park chickizens. Please support
us as we bring up our case with the Commission on Landlord and Tenant Affairs.
We fear that landlords with poultry-based
tenants will start evicting members of
CHEEP at an alarming rate.

Contributors to this issue:
Kevin Adler

Granted, our current accommodations are
a bit cramped and the food mundane, but
Mark Corrales
we call our modest cages home. We now
face the prospect of eviction, spending long
Simon and Laney Park
tedious lives wandering aimlessly amongst
vast expanses of land. We will miss the
Patrick St. John
hustle and bustle offered by our current
more urban arrangements. Our lives are
full of the excitement of heightened social
interaction. I have the opportunity to interact with hundreds of other chickens
who live within a stone’s throw of my unit.
General inquiries ............ info@takomapork.com
And with an expected lifespan of 18
Editorial board................ editor@takomapork.com
months, we live fast and die young.

Takoma Pork

You may consider our conditions inhumane, or should I say inhuman. Remember, we are chickens. We will live our lives
the way we want. Let us make these
choices for ourselves without human-based
government intervention.
Sincerely,
Roald I. Redd
Clucksperson for CHEEP
Caged Hens Enraged by Eviction Policies

Dear Editor:

Not to mention...

I think our city’s name says it all. What’s
in a name, you say? Well, the
other day I was wasting a lot of time at
the office, and here are some
anagrams I discovered:

Path to Kerry
pat hot Kerry
oh perky tart

TAKOMA PARK MARYLAND:
a landmark party amok
“a madam, a krypton lark”
a landmark...mark a typo
The same goes for your so-called “satirical
publication” (or should I say
“a crisp italic ablution” or “a abrupt illicit
casino?”)
THE TAKOMA PORK:
Am Hot Pork...Take!
a Park took them
apt market hook
park taketh moo
tooth make park
mark take photo
tap market hook
torah kept amok
oh, art kept amok
hark peak motto
tramp take hook
karma kept hoot
moo park taketh

I mean, isn’t it obvious what’s going on
here?
And look at Seth Grimes:
Grim theses.
Rig the mess.
Get her, Miss!
Hem tigress.
Serge Smith.
Rest his gem.
Set his germ.
He grit mess.
Sigh, me rest.

Publishers and Editors-In-Chief
Molly Galvin
Benjamin Purow
Marjory Ruderman
Hisao Yatsuhashi
Staff Writer
Bik Aulakh
Submissions
Unsolicited submissions are welcomed, but publication
cannot be guaranteed. Send submissions as email
attachments to editor@takomapork.com. Submissions
sent in any other format will not be considered or
returned. We regret that we cannot pay for published
material, including our own. All submissions become
property of the Takoma Pork and are subject to editing.
Subscriptions
Regular subscriptions are not available at this time. Home
delivery of future editions of the Takoma Pork may be
arranged by making a donation to help defray the costs of
publication.
Takoma Pork is a satirical publication. The content of this
issue is © Copyright 2006 Takoma Pork, and may not be
reproduced in whole or in part without prior written
consent of the publisher.
Takoma Pork gathers information for its stories from many
sources. Most material is fictitious. Takoma Pork uses
fictitious names in its stories, except for public figures and
interviewees in the Q&A section. Any similarity to real
names is accidental, coincidental, or psychic. This
publication is not intended for readers who are under 18
years of age, who take themselves too seriously, or who
don’t laugh at our jokes.

Yours,
MC
(aka “lark or scream”)
P.S. Takoma Voice:
Cook via Meat!
A Coke, A Vomit!

Even our local leaders have hidden messages in their names, and your
articles have been naively broadcasting
them to sleeper cells everywhere:
Kathy Porter =
“The Tory Park”
Try a hot perk,
Throaty perk,
A Trophy Trek,
kept thy roar
perky hot art,
art they pork, and
“a try the pork” candidate.

Advertise in Takoma Pork
Next issue January 2007

advertise@takomapork.com
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The Pork Gets Personal With the Candidates
Pork politicos contacted every Takoma Park resident on November’s ballot to talk turkey (the other white meat). These are their
real answers. We did not make these up. Peter Franchot and Jamie Raskin declined to respond. Remember that when you go
to vote.

Marc Elrich

Heather Mizeur

Kevin Zeese

George Leventhal

County Council

MD House of Delegates

U.S. Senate

County Council

Are you, or are any of your
ancestors, macacas?

Are you, or are any of your
ancestors, macacas?

Are you, or are any of your
ancestors, macacas?

I rechecked my hand-worn copy
of Darwin ’s Origins of Man and
was able to confirm that the answer is that none of us are.

Not to my knowledge, but perhaps my mother will break her
silence at some point, upon
which I will embrace my heritage whole-heartedly.

I'm still not sure what a macaca
is—but in the end we're probably
all related—so I guess so.

Did you know that your opponent is descended from
apes? Will you be making
that a campaign issue?

Yes.
No, I would not want to be labeled
a species-ist.
Are you planning to attend
the Geneva Convention, and
if so, will you pay for the trip
with taxpayer dollars?
Absolutely not and absolutely
not. I have tickets for a Springsteen concert on the same night.
I have taken a vow that no contributions will be used to buy
Springsteen tix.
Do you plan to use, or have
you ever used, Enhanced Interrogation Techniques to
get out the vote?
That’s a silly question. Anyone
with experience with those techniques knows that they’re ineffective for getting out the vote. After
all, you have to be mobile, be able
to see, and be able use your
hands once you get to the polls.
Absentee balloting would be a
possibility, but that presumes
that they were able to pick up absentee ballots prior to being detained. I’ve heard the State is
considering installing electronic
voting machines with verifiable
paper trails in certain “facilities”
in order to insure that everyone’s
vote is counted, in which case the
value of the aforementioned techniques could be re-evaluated.

Did you know that your opponent is descended from
apes? Will you be making
that a campaign issue?
Since my wife and I affectionately call each other, "monkey,"
it would be something we celebrate and honor. Though I
would inform my opponent,
while we are on the subject, that
lesbians are higher up the evolutionary chain.
Are you planning to attend
the Geneva Convention, and
if so, will you pay for the
trip with taxpayer dollars?
While it will be torturous not to
attend, I'm unable to swing the
extra cost of international travel
at this time.
Do you plan to use, or have
you ever used, Enhanced
Interrogation Techniques to
get out the vote?
No, and No. Though I understand the calls, mail, and doors
knocked during the primary
added up to EIT for some fatigued voters—many apologies.

SALON JAM
7054 Carroll Avenue
Takoma Park, MD 20912

(301) 270-4477
Cuts, Perm/Color, Highlights
and Facial Waxing
Salon Hours
Tuesdays to Fridays 10 to 8
Saturday 9 to 5

Did you know that your opponent is descended from
apes? Will you be making
that a campaign issue?
I am more concerned about their
close relationship with war profiteers, the Israeli lobby, the pharmaceutical lobby, health insurance industry and others who
they sell the country off to. I
kind of like apes—so that will
not be an issue.
Are you planning to attend
the Geneva Convention, and
if so, will you pay for the trip
with taxpayer dollars?
No—Geneva is a pretty boring
city. I prefer Amsterdam.
Do you plan to use, or have
you ever used, Enhanced Interrogation Techniques to
get out the vote?
I'm open to suggestions. The bigger the vote the better for me.

Are you, or are any of your
ancestors, macacas?

Did you know that your
opponent is descended
from apes? Will you be
making that a campaign
issue?

Are you planning to attend
the Geneva Convention,
and if so, will you pay for
the trip with taxpayer dollars?

Do you plan to use, or
have you ever used, Enhanced Interrogation
Techniques to get out the
vote?

Although some may say that
attending meetings of the
County Council constitutes
torture, I do not advocate the
use of torture.
My mother was indeed Jewish.
Thanks for asking.
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Porter and Clark Expedition Returns Triumphant!
The harrowing tale of the exploration of Takoma Park’s uncharted interior
fathom, this same god is obsessed with
whom people have sex. We asked, quite
innocently, if given all the matters that
must occupy this all powerful being, does
it not seem strange that this creator
would place sexual orientation on the top
of the list? He angrily replied that they
speak with the creator on a regular basis
and that the same has told them that
there is nothing more important.”

“The object of your mission is to explore
the lands east of Poplar Avenue and west
of the Prince Georges and such principals
stream of these, as, by their course and
communication with the waters of the
Sligo Creek...may offer the most direct and
practicable water & road communication
across this commune for the purpose of
taxation.”
Mayor Kathy Porter
May 14, 2004

“They, that is he, was thereby fascinated
by my partner, a transgender male
named Michael York, who is predisposed
to leather and would apply needed discipline to me and select members of my
crew. Because this strange tribesman often transposed the word bush with creator, Michael York named the tribe Bush
Men. He was so taken with the name
that it instantly became the tribal autonym and resolved the situation smartly.”

With this declaration, the historic Porter
& Clark Expedition was born. Mayor Porter chartered the expedition to “fill the
void” of the vast tract of land acquired
from Prince Georges County at the end of
the 20th century.
For two years, the expedition, dubbed the
Corps of Revenue Discovery, sought to
survey vast tracks of lush, unexplored
woodland, hidden bungalows and deadend streets. Under the able leadership of
Captain Taxous Clark, the Corps returned after a two year ordeal of hardship
and tribulation, enriched with knowledge
and artifacts that have captured the
imagination of the entire Takoma Park
republic.
“When we finally beheld the concrete
berms and twisted asphalt of the mighty
Eastern Avenue, after such a long and
arduous journey, we were struck not only
with a sense of accomplishment of what
we had achieved, but also a deep humility
before the vast wilderness and diverse
peoples we encountered in the course of

our travail,” declared Captain Clark,
speaking to a special assembly of Takoma
Park officials and notables.
“Generally, the natives we encountered
treated us favorably. However, we did
encounter some hostile natives and it often took the most delicate negotiation to
avoid dangerous conflict. At one point, we
came across an extremely rare and peculiar tribe that described themselves as
social conservatives. I say rare because
the tribe consisted entirely of one person.”
“His tribe professes to believe in a universal creator that loves unconditionally.
However, for reasons we could not

Captain Clark also addressed the natural
landscape and fauna.
“As we navigated Circle Avenue to the
headwaters of another avenue, called
Woodland, we were forced to temporarily
abandon our Subarus. We encountered
what the locals call an undeveloped lot. It
was wild country—full of bramble, soda
bottles and lost cat flyers. But just beyond these lands, one enters the realm of
the Pygmy Bungalow. We adopted one so
small that our native guide bore it in her
papoose. It had such a pleasing disposition, and so charmed the members of our
crew, that we dubbed it Kathy—after our
noble sponsor.”

Are Kids Too Pumped Up for Soccer?
TAKOMA PARK, MD—At first, Coach
Mike Jones thought it was his fault.
When his Rookie Division soccer team lost
its first two games by scores of 17-0 and
22-0, Jones assumed that his poor coaching led to the debacles. “I try to turn a
blind eye to talent and make sure all the
kids play,” he said. “I figured that I had
failed to instill the ‘killer instinct’ in my
players.”
But after a third humiliating 24-1 loss,
Jones got wise. Now, his story, provided
exclusively to the Takoma Pork, is set to
blow the lid off the dirtiest secret of the
Takoma Park Soccer League: Use of steroids and human growth hormone (HGH)
apparently is rampant throughout the
league at all age levels.
“I was naïve. I thought only Olympians,
bike racers, and baseball players
cheated,” said Jones. “I didn’t think that
things had deteriorated to the point
where the words ‘Takoma Park’ and
‘drugs’ would be linked.”

vestigation is now underway.
If the allegations are true, it’s a serious
black eye for a soccer league that point-

edly eschews the intensity of other
leagues in the Washington metro area.
“We’re as pure as you can get—or at least
I thought we were,” said Takoma Park
Soccer Commissioner Howard Kohn. He
pointed out that even the league’s playing
fields are pesticide-free, a condition made
easier to maintain by the lack of turf.
Yet, sadly, the evidence points toward
chemical abuse. Exhibit No. 1: the Pork’s
investigation of game records reveals an
unusual number of contests with suspiciously uneven scores. “It’s unusual to
have scores like 17-0 or 37-1,” Kohn admits. “Sometimes a team is a bunch of losers, but usually the referees can cheat
enough to keep the games a lot closer
than that.”

Exhibit No. 2: Unexpected demand for
XXL size t-shirts. “I figured it was due to
the obesity epidemic, not growth hormones,” said Kohn. One of the first parents to suspect that something was amiss
was Millie Vancouver, parent of firstgrader Josh Hoover-Vancouver. She said
However, that is exactly what has ocher son, who is 4’ 1” tall and weighs 60
curred. Tests revealed high levels of illepounds, was knocked down by a boy algal performance-enhancing substances in Eight-year-old goalie Allen Edwards attributes his new bulk to most twice his size. “The kids on the other
players. The Pork has shared test results healthy eating and “an awesome growth spurt,” but some
team just seemed too big. Plus, that one
soccer
moms
and
dads
are
skeptical.
with league officials, and a full-scale inSee Soccer on page 5
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Focus on Science
Science Briefs

Pluto Reclassified as a Dwarf Character

Vegetarians live 30% longer than
meat eaters but are 60% more likely to
be assholes, according to a new study published in the American Journal of Public
Health. While eating a diet high in fruits
and vegetables lowers cholesterol and protects against cancer, it also appears to
raise levels of toxic self-righteousness.

If it walks like a duck, talks like a duck,
and wears a sailor suit, you can bet good
money its name is Donald. But what if it
walks like a dog, can’t talk at all, and
wears nothing but a leash? Disney fans
aren’t sure anymore what to call it, after
Disney CEO Robert Iger announced that
Pluto will no longer
be classified as a
full-fledged character. Iger told reporters that the
Disney Board of
Directors has demoted Pluto to
dwarf status.

Those aren’t ants in your pants. Scientists are sending probes to Uranus to
look for signs of life and bring back samples, according to a statement published
by NASA in the Anals of Space Science.
Republican scientists are denying
the existence of Takoma Park, saying
that the town is “just a theory” and not
supported by facts. Al Gore announced
plans to film a response, “An Inconvenient
Town: If You’re Trying to Come from Potomac.”
Researchers are looking for ways to
harness energy from hot flashes to
reduce the nation’s dependency on foreign
oil. Opponents claim the practice will
only shift dependency to foreign hot
flashes, since the United States is increasingly outsourcing menopause to third
world nations.

Scientists recently discovered that human ancestors continued to mate with
chimpanzees long after their evolutionary split. Subsequently, archaeologists
unearthed what they believe to be the
first issue of People magazine. Here’s
an exclusive peek at the contents.

Scientists are expected to rename Pluto
to reflect his new position as a dwarf
character. The top contender, “Smelly,”
reportedly was suggested by the original
seven dwarves. And there are other
signs that the seven dwarves are unhappy with the newest resident of their

Trouble has been
brewing for Pluto
for years. Two
camps have evolved
in the animation
science community—one supportNot everyone is pleased by Disney’s decision to reclassify Pluto as the eighth dwarf.
ing greater recognition of Pluto’s role in the Disney universe,
cottage. Sneezy has complained that his
and the other questioning why Pluto
allergies are acting up, and even Happy
should be included at all when Goofy, also
has been seen frowning. But Grumpy
a dog, walks upright, speaks English, and
summed it up for all of them: “I vastly
wears clothes.
preferred sharing my little bed with
Snow White,” he said.

StyleWatch Poll
Who’s Hotter?

11%

89%

68%

32%

7%

93%

Soccer from page 4
who knocked over Josh seemed like he
needed a shave. There’s no way he’s 7
years old,” said Vancouver.
Quick thinking by Vancouver and her
husband, Edgar Hoover, generated the
break that broke open the case. While
the teams were shaking hands after the
game, the Hoover-Vancouvers scooped
up the Dixie cups used by the players
from the opposing team. They brought
those cups to a sports laboratory, which
found traces of steroids and HGH in saliva left on the cups. The Pork had those
results independently verified.
Armed with that evidence, the Pork,
Jones, and the Hoover-Vancouvers approached league commissioner Howard
Kohn and the City Council. While acknowledging that the preliminary data
are shocking, one City Council member
pleaded for time to sort out the situation. “We’re not necessarily looking at a
Barry Bonds situation here,” said Council member Colleen Clay, referencing
the recently indicted baseball slugger.
“The illegal substances might be nothing
more than trace chemicals found in
multi-vitamins, organic vegetables, and
herbal teas. You never know what Takoma Park parents have growing in
their back yards.” The Council will hold
a hearing on the issue next month.
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Through the Camera’s Lens
The Pumpkin Suicides
Every November the city braces itself for a spike in pumpkin suicides.
We present this annual saga Through the Camera’s Lens.
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Foley Pimps Voting System from page 1
state government that he would
resolve the issue, stating, “Oh, I
know how to deal with PAGES.”
Foley has leapt into the breach
with gusto. “It’s a young system,” says Foley. “We need to be
patient and gentle, and take advantage of it over time.” Foley
announced several initiatives to
win over critics, including hiring
a group of young men to massage out the kinks in the system.
The state has begun testing new

Finding little meaning in life after
October 31st, many pumpkins commit
mass ritual suicide.

Pumpkin remains are outlined in chalk
by PCSI investigators indicating the
point of impact from a high-rise fall.

Immigrant Vulcan Confused from page 1
asked to provide proof of employability, and there are those
self-described Minutemen taking pictures of me and telling
me to go back to Mexico. So instead I work across the street.
My biggest challenge to date
has been trying to locate a rebuilt alternator for a 1993 Mitsubishi Mirage. I may have to
go off-planet for that.”

An unidentified pumpkin mourns the death of a close friend.

Ruben’s Hair Apparent from page 1
Hair has stayed exactly
the same.”
Ruben’s Hair is trying to
stake out its own identity
in the weeks leading up to
the election. Running under the slogan “Buns of
Steel,” Hair is taking firm
policy stands in many areas that Ruben avoided,
such as demanding fuller,
shinier funding for state
initiatives and stiffer penalties for split ends.

Ruben’s Hair and Governor Robert Ehrlich’s
Hair shared strategies before a joint campaign appearance.

In a district where Independents
outnumber Republicans, even
Republican officials are taking
Ruben’s Hair seriously. Governor Robert Ehrlich’s Hair met
recently with Ruben’s Hair to offer advice. According to sources

present at the meeting, Ehrlich’s Hair told Ruben’s Hair
not to be afraid of critics,
including Ruben herself.
“This is not the time to just
lie down and dye,” his Hair
said.

Asked if he felt frustrated at his
current situation Tavlok replied, “Vulcans do not experience human emotion, however, I
find the treatment and characterization of illegal aliens illogical—they are a critical part of
society and yet reviled at the
same time. Indeed it seems
only a logical arrangement to
those who would exploit their
labor.”
Leaving Savory to return to his
work, Tavlok bent down to mind
meld with a passing squirrel.
After a series of quick, furtive
gestures followed by a strange
keening noise, Tavlok broke
contact. His face appeared almost serene. “Fascinating creatures these squirrels—
industrious and extremely intelligent. They too do not understand the need for work documentation.”
Not all undocumented aliens
shared quite the same opinion.
Brgrachk arrived at Takoma
Park from the Klingon home
world 16 years ago. “I came

Autobiography as Limerick
Nine winters, my marriage this
year

Simon, he writes inane rhymes

Has endured with Laney, my dear.

That earn neither dollars nor
dimes.

Yet the vows which we said

Hence the love that’s unsaid

From our hearts and our heads

In our marital bed

Warned not of her growing rear.

He’ll not have ‘til the end of time.

Simon P.
Takoma Park

variants on voter focus
groups. One voter emerged
from a booth looking very relaxed, with a huge smile on
his face. Another looked unhappy, commenting that he
“felt very dirty.” After much
testing, Foley’s group is planning to unveil a strippeddown system, backed up with
hard copies. Said Foley, “We
may hear more moaning and
groaning on Election Day, but
ultimately the system will
satisfy voters in the end.”

Laney P.
Takoma Park

originally for conquest and to
add greater glory to my House,
but I could find no warriors to
challenge me in honorable combat here. Everybody just
hugged me,” he recalled despairingly. “It was humiliating.”
Clad in his Klingon armor and
heavy boots with two-foot heel
lifts, Brgrachk was constantly
mistaken for a member of KISS.
“At first, when I realized that
humans confused me for a member of a defunct musical troupe,
I was very, very angry. But
with mandatory anger management classes and career counseling, I realized that there was
indeed an opportunity for me.”
Brgrachk is now a member of
Demonwulf, a KISS tribute
band. “The energy on the stage
and from the audience reminds
me of the warrior halls of the
Klingon home world,” he said.
That along with a fifty percent
take at the door and free beer
makes life here bearable.”
Brgrachk does not share Tavlok’s concern about the treatment of illegal aliens. “Let them
come for me! I will fight and die
a warrior’s death and enter the
halls of my fathers with honor!”
When advised that most likely
he would languish indefinitely
in federally funded detention
centers until the government
invented warp drive, Brgrachk
was visibly deflated.

